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Subject: One of the consequences of improved medical care is that people are living longer 
and life expectancy is increasing. Do you think the advantages of this development outweigh 
the disadvantages?

     Thanks to recent medical advancement, life span of human beings has been surprisingly 
escalated. Nowadays, this matter is day-in day-out questioned by folks referred to both 
merits and drawbacks. It will be critiqued in next paragraphs based on majority of 
viewpoints.

      There is no doubt that, we humans like other creatures tend to live as linger as possible, 
while having immortality was always a dazzling dream of the Empire Kings as history declared 
to Hollywood Super Heroes as screened by directors. Indeed, modern technology, invention 
of preventing drugs like vaccines and the establishment of sophisticating healthcare centers 
around the globe and so on led to brilliantly wiping out fatal diseases. Considering above 
mentioned fact, people are now capable of serving the society even in elderly ages, in the 
variety of positions like being consultant or university professors. Consequently and based on 
global economical statistics, this phenomenon resulted in equity, prosperity and delivering 
knowledge to new generations as well as let our grandparents accompany us more time. It 
should be taken into account that not only does it contribute to longevity but also it could 
enlighten our future prospect.

     Certainly, there are few concerns attributed to this subject, including but not limiting to 
loss and exhaustion. For instance, by living longer you would possibly get exposed to 
suffering from disability, Alzheimer, loneliness and enormous stress of losing loved ones. To 
illustrate more, high grades of depression caused by facing death of loving spouses has been 
reported. It might be barely challenging for all of us especially after retirement.

    To sum up, people can apparently enjoy more happiness by increasing life expectancy as 
beneficial as the society would able to keep its precious human resources. Although we are 
able to reach more horizons in our expanded lives, we must enrich our personalities to tackle 
the upcoming tragedies of aging.

    

  

    


